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Abstract

Cities are crucial nodes of global economic networks. A city’s economic success

largely depends on its social capital and the existence of a hegemonic coalition for

development. This paper focuses on Thessaloniki, the second largest city in Greece,

a country on the European periphery. The slow pace of development during the last

twenty years has placed Thessaloniki in a vicious circle.  It is argued that given the

significant structural problems in Greece, a wide social coalition for development that

embraces a large segment of the socio-economic, political, and intellectual forces is

necessary to boost Thessaloniki’s development and ensure that its fruits will be

reaped by all.
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1. INTRODUCTION: INCREASING IMPORTANCE OF CITIES IN A

“GLOCALIZED” WORLD

In the last thirty years there has been a profound internationalization of

financial markets as well as a significant (though often exaggerated) delocalization of

economic activities that has affected many cities.  The importance of cities has

increased, as Castells and Hall (1994) and Scott (1998) argue, in the sense that they

have become crucial nodes in the formation and management of global economic

networks. Additionally, during the same period mass migration has accelerated

primarily towards the cities of developed countries, which are becoming more multi-

cultural and cosmopolitan.  Cities, but also companies and economic activities, tend

to become “glocal”, i.e. simultaneously intensely local and intensely global

(Swyngedouw and Baeten 2001, p. 829-830, Dicken et al., 2001).

Cities are the places of renewed economic dynamism and engines of national

prosperity. Research on “industrial clusters” based on theories of “global

competitiveness” and “absolute advantage” (Porter, 1990) has led to the

identification of additional factors crucial to the concentration of innovation processes

in certain cities (cooperation among businesses, relations of trust between employers

and skilled employees and supportive local institutions). Progressively, the

advantages or the specializations of cities produce a unique set of conditions and

norms regarding “how things get done.” This local “culture” of production can

facilitate relationships between the basic economic factors, by ensuring flows of

information needed for continuous adaptation and innovation. Hence, the initial

advantages become skills which are difficult for other localities to offer (Rantsi 2004,

p. 87-88).

Historical events may cause certain cities to specialize in specific industrial

sectors (Maskell and Malmberg, 1999; Storper, 2005; Doeringer and Terkla, 1995).
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Thus a region’s history of development predetermines its future course, only to some

degree however (path dependence – David 1985). This specialization creates

economies of proximity (Krugman, 1991a) that are self-fuelled, leading to a spiral in

which similar businesses seeking specialized personnel are attracted to the respective

city.  However, as Krugman suggests (1991a and 1991b), such advantages (historical

factors) may gradually disappear, and specialization may also lead to problems, i.e.,

it may cause certain regions to become “trapped” (section 6.2 for the case of

Thessaloniki).

Moreover, with the collapse of trade barriers making the world smaller, mainly

through the increasing efficiency of transport and more importantly ICTs, this

phenomenon has not led to the diminishing importance of space, as argued by some

(e.g., Cairncross, 1997). The enduring competitive advantages in a global economy

are often heavily localized, arising from concentrations of highly specialized skills and

knowledge, institutions, etc. Increasing global economic integration itself leads to

heightened regional and local specialization (Martin and Sunley, 2003), as firms

agglomerate with other similar firms to benefit from local external economies of scale

(Krugman, 1991a; Fujita et al., 2001). Globalization is actually increasing regional

economic distinctiveness, and it is regional economies rather than national ones that

are now the salient foci of wealth creation and world trade (Krugman, 1997; Storper,

1997; Scott, 1998; Fujita et al., 2001; Martin and Sunley, 2003). Hence, some

advocate the “‘re-emergence of regional economies”, the ”localization of the world

economy” (Krugman, 1997), and the rise of a ”global mosaic of regional economies”

(Scott, 1998).

Since the 1980s, there has been an increasing focus upon the significance of

the region as a fundamental basis of economic organization and development

(Cooke, 1997; Storper, 1997). A new paradigm has emerged (Amin and Thrift, 1995;
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Storper, 1995; Cooke, 1997; Morgan, 1997; Cooke and Morgan, 1998) in which

regions appear as focal points for learning and knowledge creation. The learning

regions are increasingly important sources of innovation and economic growth. This

increasing  role  of  the  region  is  due  to  what  Storper  (1997,  p.  5)  and  others  have

termed ”untraded interdependencies,” i.e., region-specific assets of production that

are  the  basis  of  their  “relational  advantages”  (Amin  and  Thrift,  1995).  That  is,  as

Diez (2001, p.  908) notes, the driving forces behind the economic growth of cities

and regions are their social capital i.e., formal and informal norms, rules and

networks, local tacit knowledge, institutional thickness, long-standing habits that

foster reciprocal understanding and mutual confidence among the agents of a

region’s or city’s economy.

A city’s development depends not only on its capacity for value production, but

also  on its  ability  to  enhance this  value  and to  capture  it  (Liu  and Dicken 2006,  p.

1232).  Yet the endogenous characteristics of an economy are not enough to

promote development in times when competition becomes increasingly globalized

(Coe et al., 2004). Thus, in relentless competition, cities attempt to attract the

largest possible share of mobile capital to their own locale. A number of researchers

(Begg, 1999; Cheshire, 1990 and 1999) argue that competition between cities to

attract investments is a key factor of changes in the urban hierarchy. In contrast,

Krugman (1996) rightly suggests that competition is not among cities but among

businesses established in different cities, acknowledging that certain characteristics

of cities may affect the competitiveness of businesses.

At all levels of geographic space there is some sort of urban hierarchy, the

result of market mechanisms, of state interventions and of the course of history

itself. Many scholars argue for the existence of profound effects of economic

globalization on cities (Sassen, 1994; Amin and Thrift, 1995). Due to  the  ability  of
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capital to switch locations, cities have become interchangeable entities, to be played

off one against another, forced to compete from positions of comparative weakness

for capital investment. Perhaps a notable exception are the “global cities” (Sassen,

1994) as well as historic cities that present an enduring potential (e.g., Milan and

Munich) and have sufficient power to counteract the volatility of capital.  Competition

between cities for consolidation and improvement of their position within the global

urban hierarchy concerns not only the few global cities, making the upgrading of a

city’s position in the urban hierarchy a challenging task in a competitive market.

In the new milieu of inter-city competition (Brotchie et al., 1995; Duffy, 1995;

Jensen-Butler et al., 1997), cities offer capital incentives to attract it (e.g., offering

flexible labor markets and tax incentives, curtailing environmental and social

regulations) thereby improving the tangible and intangible infrastructure. They build

“cultural flagships” (e.g., the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao), functioning as

international poles of attraction and regenerate some of their districts, promoting a

new image (e.g., London – Docklands, Paris – La Défense). They provide high-quality

living conditions (remarkable cultural activities, first-class schools, etc.). They ensure

satisfactory transportation and telecommunication connections with the immediate

and wider surroundings.

Recently a re-discovery of cities as a key site to gain competitive advantage in

a more open international competitive environment has occurred. There is a shift

away from a notion of cities as places in crisis facing the greatest economic and

social problems (unemployment, social deprivation etc. – e.g., Cheshire and Hay,

1989) to cities as places of renewed economic dynamism and engines of national

prosperity  (OECD,  2001).  Cities  are  now  seen  as  sources  of  innovation  and

productivity growth in advanced economies dependent on high-value business

services, research-oriented universities and firms competing and collaborating

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V9W-4NHM70V-2&_user=83476&_coverDate=06/30/2007&_rdoc=2&_fmt=full&_orig=browse&_srch=doc-info(%23toc%235909%232007%23999759996%23652853%23FLA%23display%23Volume)&_cdi=5909&_sort=d&_docanchor=&_ct=11&_acct=C000059629&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=83476&md5=3de44de2253b57df41438418d53a40d6%23bib12
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&amp;_udi=B6V9W-4NHM70V-2&amp;_user=83476&amp;_coverDate=06/30/2007&amp;_rdoc=2&amp;_fmt=full&amp;_orig=browse&amp;_srch=doc-info(%23toc%235909%232007%23999759996%23652853%23FLA%23display%23Volume)&amp;_cdi=5909&amp;_sort=d&amp;_docanchor=&amp;_ct=11&amp;_acct=C000059629&amp;_version=1&amp;_urlVersion=0&amp;_userid=83476&amp;md5=3de44de2253b57df41438418d53a40d6%23bib12
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V9W-4NHM70V-2&_user=83476&_coverDate=06/30/2007&_rdoc=2&_fmt=full&_orig=browse&_srch=doc-info(%23toc%235909%232007%23999759996%23652853%23FLA%23display%23Volume)&_cdi=5909&_sort=d&_docanchor=&_ct=11&_acct=C000059629&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=83476&md5=3de44de2253b57df41438418d53a40d6%23bib39
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through face-to-face contact. Cities are also believed to contain the social

infrastructure, amenities and career choices to help countries attract population,

particularly those with the specialized skills and creative talent required to generate

and exploit knowledge and thereby secure competitive advantage (Florida, 2005;

Storper and Manville, 2006). The present analysis takes into consideration both these

approaches.  We  are  looking  for  factors  leading  to  innovation  and  productivity  but

also to the socio-economic consequences of their absence (underdevelopment and

crisis).

Significantly, a number of scholars and policy-makers have proposed different

developmental strategies for cities competing in such a context. We argue that one

crucial component that will help Thessaloniki to overcome its sluggish pace of

development is to create a wide social coalition for development. However, before

going  into  this  topic,  we  would  like  to  distance  ourselves  from  what  might  be

considered a similar notion, Molotch’s (1976) “growth coalition” / “growth machine

thesis”,  because sheer  economic  growth should  not  be  the  only  concern  for  a  city;

there are also other important issues. For example, “growth coalition” might enhance

competition between cities at a national and international level, which would

facilitate Transnational Companies (TNC’s) playing one city against the other. In this

sense,  it  will  lead  to  a  “race  to  the  bottom”.  The  “growth  coalition”  approach  was

developed in a growth-oriented society, and hence,  despite some people’s wishes, it

cannot be easily implemented in every city outside this socio-economic-political

context. Certainly it could not be applied to Thessaloniki, with the  preponderance of

small companies and inflated, middle-class strata (section 2).

As  Molotch  (1976,  309-314)  argues,  the  political  and  economic  essence  of

virtually any given locality, in the American context, is growth.  The agenda of urban

elites is to secure the preconditions of growth, to generate solidarity among growth-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V9W-4NHM70V-2&_user=83476&_coverDate=06/30/2007&_rdoc=2&_fmt=full&_orig=browse&_srch=doc-info(%23toc%235909%232007%23999759996%23652853%23FLA%23display%23Volume)&_cdi=5909&_sort=d&_docanchor=&_ct=11&_acct=C000059629&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=83476&md5=3de44de2253b57df41438418d53a40d6%23bib18
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V9W-4NHM70V-2&_user=83476&_coverDate=06/30/2007&_rdoc=2&_fmt=full&_orig=browse&_srch=doc-info(%23toc%235909%232007%23999759996%23652853%23FLA%23display%23Volume)&_cdi=5909&_sort=d&_docanchor=&_ct=11&_acct=C000059629&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=83476&md5=3de44de2253b57df41438418d53a40d6%23bib49
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receptive  interests,  and  to  unite  locals  around  the  goal  of  growth.  They  have  to

convince  people  of  the  importance  of  growth  to  their  well-being  in  order  to  bring

together otherwise competing interests and foster within the locality a sense of

community.

As Jonas and Wilson (1999, 3) argue, at the heart of “growth machine thesis”

is the rentier cluster of actors (i.e., those centering around landowners and land

developers,  realtors,  and banks  who have an interest  in  the  exchange of  land and

property) supported by a number of auxiliary players (i.e., the media, universities,

utilities, professional sports franchises, chambers of commerce and the like). In the

United  States,  growth  elites,  as  Molotch  (1999,  255)  argues,  are  overwhelmingly

white, affluent males to the right of the political spectrum.

The growth coalition, as Molotch (1999, 249) argues, puts localities in chronic

competition with one another in ways that harm the vast majority of their citizens as

well as their environments. Fostering community solidarity around growth is not easy

(Logan  and  Molotch,  1987).   It  anticipates  an  ideological  structure  that  naturalizes

growth as a background assumption of civic life. Thus, as Molotch (1999, 259) points

out, international competition supposedly requires places to restrain regulation and

keep  down  wages  to  grow  their  economies.  The  “growth  coalition  thesis”  calls  for

cities to be “run like a business”, which really means, as Molotch (1999, 258) argues,

“being run for business”. Thus, growth coalitions in different cities lead these cities to

compete with each other in order to attract mobile capital to their respective

localities, and thus provoke an ever-widening “race to the bottom” by following the

logic: if  we don’t lower our standard first,  somebody else will  beat us and they will

surpass us.

Arguments made for the efficacy of interurban competition frequently utilize

the metaphor of a “level playing field” on which cities should compete. Porter (1990)
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for  example,  argues  that  any  city  has  the  potential  to  create  prosperity  (i.e.,

simultaneously achieve economic growth, high-wage jobs, and a desirable social and

physical environment) simply by identifying and exploiting its competitive advantage.

But of course things are not that simple.

In  fact,  as  Leitner  and  Sheppard  (1999,  229)  argue,  the  playing  field  is  far

from level; it systematically favours some cities over others for significant periods of

time. Hence, initiatives undertaken by local actors to improve conditions within their

territory are shaped by broader economic and political factors which “create

conditions of possibility.” That is, each city is embedded in a social system of

production or a mode of regulation, occupying a unique geographical trajectory as a

consequence of its historical role and location within the broader evolving political

and economic system, and political favouritism exercised by higher levels of the state

create unequal conditions of possibility with which cities must struggle.

The above review of the literature points to the importance of social capital as

well as of human capital; hence, cities that act as learning regions will be more able

to attract high value–added, economic activities which are crucial for their

development.  Thus,  in  order  to  trace  a  city’s  dynamism,  one  has  to  study  factors

such as the percentage of graduates in the workforce, and whether the city can be

attractive  to  companies  that  operate  in  the  upper  part  of  the  value  chain  (e.g.,

company headquarters, the most important enterprises in the country – i.e., the

largest ones, the TNCs, etc.). Also the existence of a satisfactory infrastructure

(physical – e.g. international airline connections-  and intangible) is vital and

needless to say it must not be taken for granted, especially in countries that are not

in the forefront of international development. Finally, though cities in a globalized

world are facing increasing competition from other cities within as well as outside

their own countries, this situation does not mean that cities cannot improve their
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international positions. On the contrary, we argue that cities that can produce

successful development plans might be able to achieve a better position in such a

competition.

Most of the above issues, though they present significant spatial

differentiation, they are set within the context of the particular society. Thus, in the

following section (2), background information on Greece is provided. The next four

sections (3-6) focus on Thessaloniki’s development path during the last 30 years.

There is an attempt to understand why the city has failed to take advantage of major

opportunities that have existed since the early 90s. This failure, it is argued, is due to

the inability to effect a shift in its development trajectory (i.e., towards the

production of value products and services) and to the lack of hegemonic elites.1 In

section 7 it is argued that a wide social coalition for development might help, in the

sense that it is a prerequisite but not sufficient to accelerate the pace of

development of the city. Section 8 is the concluding chapter. Clearly the present

analysis faces certain limitations, the most important of which is the lack of data for

specific groups or/and segments of the city’s populations. As a result, we have

considered Thessaloniki’s overall economic development. This approach does not

imply adopting a homogenous representation of the city and its social structure. It is

for future research to clarify the situation on a more societal level.

2. GREECE, A DEVELOPED COUNTRY WITH SIGNIFICANT STRUCTURAL

PROBLEMS NEVERTHELESS

In terms of GDP/capita Greece is among the most developed countries

(according to 2005 figures the country ranked 26th in a world league – UNCTAD,

2007 – and 24th based on the  Human Development  Index –  UNDP,  2008).  On the
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other hand, Greece lags in innovation and competition (WEF, 2007; Inno Metrics

2008).  Greece is still characterized by some considerable structural problems, such

as  the  significant  role  of  the  gray  economy  (36.7% of  GDP  in  1997  and  26.1% in

1960 – Tatsos, 2001), oversized and weakly structured agriculture, while

manufacturing remains based on a plethora of small firms and traditional industries,

and is marked by a low “structural competitiveness” (Ioakimoglou and

Efstathopoulos 2001: 4-5).

There is a need to increase labor productivity and improve the structural

competitiveness of the Greek economy (Labrianidis et al., 2004) through, what

Sengenberger and Pyke (1992: 12-13) call, the “high road” to restructuring; Hudson

(2002, 263)  terms this “weak” and “strong” competition respectively. The key-point

for achieving such a development perspective is to recognise the importance of

human capital, in the sense that knowledge becomes the strategic resource and the

learning process becomes the most important activity.

The literature on the Greek economy advances several explanations.

According  to  the  “underdevelopment  thesis”  (Fotopoulos,  1985),  it  was  the  low

starting  point  of  the  Greek  economy  that  led  to  a  constrained  development

trajectory. Alogoskoufis (1993) sees it as a result of “low productivity” caused by

market inefficiencies, inflexible labor markets, distortionary taxes, etc. Another

approach lays emphasis on weak indigenous technological capability and the poor

innovation record of the Greek economy (Giannitsis, 1993), while Spraos (1997) puts

forward  a  “Dutch  disease”  type  explanation,  according  to  which  the  availability  of

funds (migrants’ remittances, foreign capital inflows and EU funds) has contributed

to an overvalued currency inhibiting productive investment.  Others see the fact that

Greece lags behind as due to abrupt policy changes that took place either after the
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fall of the dictatorship (1974 – Alogoskoufis, 1995) or after the socialist turn (1981 –

Christodoulakis, 2000).

Finally,  those most often associated with sociologists and political scientists

generally attribute the fact that Greece is outpaced to the problematic condition of its

society. They view Greek society as deeply culturally-divided (Diamandouros, 2000)

and characterized by short termism, defensive attitudes vis-à-vis change, and vertical

and familial links (Lyberaki 2000). According to Tsoukalas (1993) the country’s

political history has resulted in an incomplete state / society separation, and

consequently, social values are much less influenced by market rules. This trend has

led to the domination of personified reciprocity and solidarity and prohibits structural

reforms.

Mouzelis (2009) argues that cliental relations between political parties and

their voters have a great impact on every aspect of institutions, undermining their

sovereignty and preventing the formation of a strong society. The domination of

political clientism creates a field of conflicts which makes it impossible to create the

premises for broader social consensus that would allow a series of reforms.

Politics has never ceased to have the dominant role in determining the rules

governing the operation of the economy, and the market has never become

relatively autonomous from politics. Thus political criteria, operating within the

network of political patronage and clientelism, not only distort the economy but also

play a very important role in the distribution of wealth (Tsoulouvis, 1987). The fact

that some businessmen can make money by noneconomic means impedes attempts

to  improve  the  competitiveness  of  the  economy  and  also  creates  a  climate  of

uncertainty among potential investors.

Greece is a centralized, bureaucratic state. According to Kamaras (2008:

378), during the past twenty years, regional actors outside the capital  city lack any
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other option aside from relocating in Athens, which has led to a form of dependence

on migration to the capital for advancement. Moreover, those cliental relations

between the capital and the periphery have extended over time, since small-scale

replications of projects for Thessaloniki are modelled on those of Athens, thus

creating the proverbial “Potemkin villages” (e.g., Olympic Games 2004 in Athens;

EXPO 2007 in Thessaloniki ; the financial hegemony of Athens; the “opening towards

the Balkans” with Thessaloniki playing the leading role as the “Metropolitan City of

the Balkans”; section 6.2; etc). Furthermore, these “Potemkin villages” (Kamaras,

2008:  363-4)  enjoyed the  support  of  both  the  economic  and political  leadership  of

Thessaloniki. The former sponsored these projects because the leadership lacked the

means and knowledge to promote something more meaningful, whereas the latter

embraced them in order to create the impression that the city was active.

3. THESSALONIKI’S DECLINING DYNAMICS2

The  dynamics  of  a  city  depend  to  a  large  extent  upon  those  of  other  cities

located  in  its  (national  and  wider)  area  which  function  –  somehow  –  in  a

simultaneously competitive and complementary way.  Since Athens is the capital of a

primarily  centralized  state  and  at  the  same  time  has  a  large  concentration  of

economic activity and population, it was expected to do far better than Thessaloniki

within the national urban hierarchy.  The paper does not envisage a “zero sum

game”; on the contrary, the growth of Athens can have spill-over effects on the rest

of the country, Thessaloniki included. This fact explains why Thessaloniki is so

frequently compared to Athens in the paper. It must be clear that competition

between Thessaloniki and other cities in the wider region (Sofia, Skopje, Istanbul)

has only recently been initiated due to the lack of a common transnational context in
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the southern Balkans. The Cold War and problems in Greek-Turkish relations have

prohibited the development of such a context. The situation has recently (1990s)

changed, causing a deterioration in the developmental prospects of the city (section

6.2).

Thessaloniki is regarded as the second most important city in the country and

has experienced a continuous increase in its population3.  Until  the  1990s  it

represented a dynamism that has been reduced substantially since then. In

purchasing power parity, Thessaloniki was 106.2% in comparison to the Greek

average in 1995, at 92.8% in 2000 and at 92.9% in 2005 whilst Athens’s was

107.8%, 126.2% and 136% respectively (UN- http://unstats.un. org/unsd/snaama/;

Eurostat - http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/).

Thessaloniki  and  Athens  are  by  far  the  two  most  important  cities  in  the

country, and they constitute a great part of its economic activity, greater than what

they represent in terms of population. There was a huge decrease in manufacturing

firms in Thessaloniki in the 1988-2002 period, which must be understood, however,

in  a  context  of  the  deindustrialization  of  the  country  (Table  1).  During this  period,

many of Thessaloniki’s firms delocalized in part or entirely to the Balkans

(Labrianidis,  1996),  while  others  ceased  to  operate  or  have  been  taken  over  by

companies in Athens.

Table 1: Industrial enterprises in Thessaloniki, Athens and Greece

1969 1973 1978 1984 1988 2002

Athens          % 28.0 35.4 42.9 34.4 33.6 38.3

Thessaloniki  % 10.2 9.3 11.9 12.3 12.6 12.7

Thessaloniki a.n. 12,707 11,272 13,082 17,797 18,234 12,277

Greece         a.n. 124,651 121,357 110,333 144,463 144,717 97,011

http://unstats.un/
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/
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Source: NSSG: Manufacture-Trade census 1969, 1973, 1978, 1984, 1988. For 2002:

From Industry Directorship, NSSG - unpublished.

The participation of Thessaloniki in the added value of the country’s large

industries  (i.e.,  with  more  than  20  employees)  decreased  between  1981  and  2001

and was approximately one-third that of Athens (Thessaloniki 14% in 1981, 15.2% in

1991 and 12.1% in 2001 and Athens 43.9%, 41.9% and 39.7%, respectively)

(NSSG, Industry Statistical Research 1981, 1991. NSSG: Greek Statistical Yearbook

2004).

Until the 1990s, Thessaloniki had a series of positive economic indices.

Afterwards, through a process of major changes in the Greek economy (decline in

industrial activity, increase in the service sector, centralization of the economy, etc.),

Thessaloniki  appears  to  be  the  loser,  while  Athens,  being better  “equipped”,  is  the

big winner. Moreover, the state policies during the 1990s, as Kamaras argues (2008),

brought about radical transformations regarding the role of Athens, particularly

through the sale of shares of state-owned enterprises, which are mainly based in

Athens. This period is also marked by the repatriation of Greek investors of the

shipping sector to companies established in Athens, which, henceforth, became

home to a business elite with an international profile and international enterprising

practices.

4.  THESSALONIKI IS LAGGING BEHIND AND LACKING ELITES

Thessaloniki has two thousand years of continuous urban life, marked, of

course, by intense discontinuities and clashes. From the city’s foundation to the

Roman and Byzantine period, it was an important commercial station and a gate

between the East and the West (Vakalopoulos, 1985; Karadimou-Gerolympou, 2008).

Until the interwar period Thessaloniki was home to a very significant Christian
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population, to the largest Jewish community in the Balkans and to other communities

(Muslims, Armenians). It hosted the co-existence of different cultures, populations,

doctrines, perceptions, and social identities. Of course, all this diversity was not

always under ideal conditions (Moskof, 1978; Mazower, 2006: 209).

All of this changed with the city’s incorporation into the modern Greek state

(1912);  it  ceased to  be  cosmopolitan  and became a  border  city  and ever  since,  as

Molho (2001) argues, the imposition of the Greek element has become “a national

target in itself.” Another heavy blow came after the Holocaust, when 45,000 Jews,

from  a  population  of  225,000  residents,  died  in  Hitler’s  death  camps  (Molho  and

Nehama 1974;  Mazower  2006,  p.  26),  and thus  the  greatest  part  of  Thessaloniki’s

middle class was lost. Finally, after WWII and the Greek Civil War (1946-1949), the

era of reconstruction began in a socio-political frame characterized by the

marginalization of the Left and Thessaloniki’s development was further impeded for

many years by the fact that it was located very near the “Iron Curtain” borders.

Of course, a city cannot live on its history and fables of the past.  A city lives

and develops through its vital forces, and today some of the most dynamic of them

have abandoned Thessaloniki, seeking a better future elsewhere (in Athens or

abroad)  and  leading  to  a  vicious  circle  of  reluctant  development.  Since  the  1990s

Thessaloniki has displayed a distinct lack of economic and cultural dynamism,

resulting in the loss of large enterprises as well as a part of its human capital. This

trend is evident in all sectors. In the media sector, all nationally circulated

newspapers are established in Athens, while the newspapers of Thessaloniki

(Macedonia/Thessaloniki and Aggelioforos), once very popular, have a limited

circulation, and the same goes for TV channels4.

Thessaloniki has relatively noteworthy cultural activities. However, in

comparison to Athens, it lags far behind, both quantitatively but mainly in qualitative
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elements. Thus, there are minimal employment opportunities in the arts for residents

of Thessaloniki. The highly-skilled and highly-remunerated jobs are in Athens, a

situation, as Labrianidis (2008, p. 328) argues, that forces many artists of

Thessaloniki either to carry on their artistic activity as a sideline or to migrate,

primarily to Athens and secondarily abroad.

Human capital is the most important factor of growth. As Florida (2005, p. 3,

10, 16) suggests, the key factor in the global economy today is the competition

between locales to attract talented individuals. Taking into consideration Florida’s

analysis, I point out that the creative class5 is  the  “most  powerful  magnet”  for

globalized innovation. Today, the competitiveness of a city is determined by its ability

to attract and retain such talents. As Florida (2005) asserts, these individuals select

their location by taking into account issues such as whether the city adopts modern

values, human rights and the right to self-expression. Tolerance does not just lie in

the acceptance of different people; the actual recognition and acceptance of these

differences is not a matter of “political correctness” but a prerequisite for economic

development. Hence, the flight of some of the “best” from Thessaloniki decisively

contributes to the vicious circle of the city’s arrested development.

An excessively schematic, traditional, diachronic look into the city’s history

dominates:  in  the  1960s  and  1970s,  Thessaloniki  was  an  open  city;  it  was

cosmopolitan, with considerable cultural activity, noteworthy writers but also many

new enterprising ideas. Conversely, since 1990 Thessaloniki has been labelled the

“capital” of intolerance and neo-conservatism.  The  city  is  supposed  to  have

“peculiarities”, to lean towards nationalism and conservatism, while racist behaviour

is  a  “constitutive  element  of  the  local  society.”  These  phenomena  correspond  to  a

period  of  sluggish  development.  However,  it  is  hard  to  tell  what  is  the  cause  and

what is the effect: the economic or political enervation of the city.
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An exceptionally high percentage of the country’s graduates (73.2% in 1981,

74.5%  in  1991,  78.7%  in  2001)  and  an  even  higher  percentage  as  far  as

postgraduate-degree-holders are concerned live in Thessaloniki and Athens; these

percentages are much higher than the cities’ shares of the total population (43.5% in

1981, 44.7% in 1991 and 45.5% in 2001 – NSSG: Census 1981, 1991, 2001;

Statistics  of  Education  1981,  1991).   That  is,  there  is  an  enormous  spatial

polarization, strengthening the dynamics of Thessaloniki and Athens, while all

remaining areas are deprived of a specialized workforce. In addition, there is a

polarization between Thessaloniki and Athens. The differences in scale and degree of

complexity in both business and social life between Athens and Thessaloniki mean

that the capital draws the largest part of these qualified, highly-skilled individuals. At

the same time, Athens utilizes such individuals much more effectively than any other

Greek city by providing better carrier opportunities and a more secure income. This

fact in itself creates a virtuous circle for Athens and a vicious circle for all other cities

including Thessaloniki.

In 20 years, Thessaloniki more than tripled its university graduates (i.e.,

55,298, 16.8% of Greece in 1981; 130,159, 21.7% in 1991; and 199,472, 21.5% in

2001) and its percentage of graduates over its total population has also increased.

Likewise, the number of residents in Thessaloniki holding postgraduate degrees has

increased (Table 2).

Table 2: Percentage of graduates in the total of population and postgraduate

degree holders

% of graduates in total

population

Postgraduate

degree holders

Unemployment of

people 25-34 years old

exercising scientific

professions
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 1981  1991  2001 1991 2001  1981  1991  2001

Greece 3.4 5.9 8.5 36,865 55,422 1.9 2.4 3.8

Athens 5.5 8.8 13.7  23,643 35,517 2.7 2.5 2.1

Thessaloniki 6.3 13.4  18.4  4,855 6,390 1.8 2.4 4.1

Source: NSSG: Census 1981, 1991, 2001; Statistics of Education 1981, 1991;

Statistical Yearbook, 1986, 1996, 2004.

Unemployment in Thessaloniki quintupled between 1971 and 2004, mainly

after 1991 (i.e., 10,900, 4.8 % in 1971; 16,990, 5.6%; 28,438, 7.6%, 53,180 11.3%,

and 53,295 10.4% in 2004 - www.statistics.gr; www.economics.gr).  Moreover, while

in 1981 and 1991 Thessaloniki had the largest percentage of degree holders together

with a lower rate of unemployment compared to Athens, a decade later it continued

to  have  the  highest  percentage  of  graduates  but  also  a  higher  rate  of  young

unemployed graduates compared to Athens (Table 2).

Individuals in tertiary education are very important for the developmental

dynamics  of  any  city.  Thus  the  evolution  over  time  of  jobs  on  offer  that  require  a

tertiary education degree is investigated below. In order to distinguish between

tertiary education and other posts, in the absence of any official statistical data,

relevant  data  were  sought  in  the  recruitment  section  of  the  daily  press  in

Thessaloniki and Athens6.   The percentage of  tertiary  education  job-listings  among

the total jobs offered in Thessaloniki more than quadrupled in the 1981-2006 period

(1981: 5.7%; 1991: 9.2%; 2001: 18.2%; 2006: 23.4%) showing an overall

improvement in the local economy. However, the dominance of Athens is evident

throughout  this  whole  period,  and  the  gap  grew  between  the  two  cities  (6.7%,

33.9%, 37.5% and 42.1% respectively).

Thessaloniki is not an attractive location for the headquarters of important

enterprises. The analysis of empirical data from 1970 to the present illustrates that

http://www.statistics.gr/
http://www.economics.gr/
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Thessaloniki does not serve as a home office for enterprises except those active

within its boundaries –and frequently not even for those. The ICAP records were

exhaustively processed for four years and data were documented for 5,577

enterprises.  Thus,  apart  from  the  3,409  enterprises  with  headquarters  and  a

factory/office only in Thessaloniki, another 2,168 appeared; they can be categorized

into four basic types, the predominant of which throughout the years is the category

of enterprises with headquarters in Athens and a factory/office in Thessaloniki. It

was only in the years 1980 and 1990 – when the city’s economy was thriving – that

there was a significant portion of firms with headquarters in Thessaloniki and a

factory/office elsewhere. Since 1990 there has been a spectacular increase in the

percentage of enterprises with headquarters in Athens and a corresponding

shrinkage of enterprises with headquarters in Thessaloniki and a factory/office

elsewhere (Table 3).

Table 3: Enterprises in Thessaloniki with headquarters or factory/office

elsewhere

Headquarters Factory/Office 1970 1980 1990 2004

Thessaloniki Athens 9.2 6.2 9.8 2.7

Thessaloniki Elsewhere 1.4 39.8 41.8 3.4

Athens Thessaloniki 89.4 41.0 37.6 77.8

Elsewhere Thessaloniki 0.0 13.0 10.8 16.2

Total            % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Total         a.n. 218 161 194 2168

Source: ICAP, processing by author

Thessaloniki accounts for a small percentage (10.7%) of the 100 major

enterprises of the country in the 1982-2002 period, while the overwhelming majority

are located in Athens (Table 4). Moreover, some of these companies located in
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Thessaloniki were either acquired by enterprises established in Athens or today

operate below capacity. The two cities combined contained 78.2%-86.2% of the 100

major  enterprises  between  1982  and  2002,  demonstrating  the  country’s  large

geographical polarization.

Table 4:  Top-100 major enterprises in Greece by city of headquarters

Thessaloniki Athens Other city Total

1982 7 61 19 87

1986 17 64 13 94

1990 8 71 14 93

1996 9 72 16 97

2002 10 74 16 100

Total a.n. 29 177 65 271

          % 10.7 65.3 24.0 100.0

Source: ICAP, “Greece in numbers”, 1984, 1988, 1992, 1998, 2004.

The share of Greece to the foreign direct investment (FDI) world inflow stocks

is less than 1% throughout 1981-2004 (0.75% in 1981 and 0.2% in 2004 - UNCTAD

FDI database). The few FDI’s that are attracted to Greece are concentrated in

Athens, while Thessaloniki largely falls short. The examination of the distribution of

TNCs  in  Greece  was  based  on  unpublished  ICAP  data  for  2006.  This  database

contains 1,735 subsidiary companies of TNCs in Greece. Of these, 1,490 (86%) are

established in Athens, while only 107 (6%) are in Thessaloniki. The subsidiary

companies constitute 7.9% of Athens’ and 2.9% of Thessaloniki’s enterprises. The

total number of employees in subsidiary companies is 187,612, of which 90% work

in Athens and barely 4.6% in Thessaloniki. In a nutshell, the overwhelming majority

of subsidiary enterprises in Greece, their employees, and their fixed assets are

located in Athens, while Thessaloniki is following in a distant second place. The
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presence of TNCs in Greece intensifies the territorial polarization between Athens and

Thessaloniki on one side and the rest of Greece on the other side.

5. THESSALONIKI’S INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRENDS TOWARDS LOW

DEVELOPMENT

Thessaloniki’s poor infrastructure is yet another indication of its low level of

development and not vice-versa. Below we will use the example of Thessaloniki’s air

connections to demonstrate this point.

The international passenger movement for the airport of Thessaloniki

increased almost sevenfold between 1978 and 2005 (100,000-743,000), while in

total its percentage domestically only tripled (5-14.4%). Throughout this whole

period Athens constituted almost 85% of passenger movement. The analysis of

international flights for Thessaloniki during 1993-2001 shows a significant increase

both in quantity and in regard to the connected cities and countries. However, after

2001, while the number of flights has remained constant, the connected cities and

countries has decreased considerably. In contrast, Athens shows an increase in both

the number of flights and in connected countries (Table 5). Thessaloniki’s air

connections do not seem to encourage/reflect the growth of Greek enterprises in the

Balkans and in the Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC’s). Needless to

say, Thessaloniki’s relatively poor flight connections reflect, to a large extent, the low

demand  for  air  travel,  while  at  the  same  time  it  poses  an  obstacle  for  further

development: a vicious circle once more.

Table 5: International flights, Athens and Thessaloniki, 1991-2006 (number of

scheduled flights/week)

THESSALONIKI ATHENS

1993 2001 2006 1991 2002 2006
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Flights 95.5 141 140.5 506 789 959

Cities 23 35 19 84 98 92

Countries 17 22 11 56 55 56

Source: Unpublished data: Civil Aviation Authority, Department of Airports, State

Airport of Thessaloniki; AIA/Management Information System; CAA, Directorate of

Organization and Development, Department of Statistics.

Regarding the spatial allocation of public spending since 2001, there was an

abrupt increase in public spending in Athens, mainly due to the preparation for the

2004  Olympic  Games,  which  meant  that  Thessaloniki  as  well  as  the  rest  of  the

country were neglected (i.e., 2001-2004 Athens 55.6%, Thessaloniki 5.5%, while in

the 1976-2001 period it was 31% and 6.7% respectively – Psycharis, 2006). As

Thessaloniki falls behind, the pressure for public-spending inflow increases and now

includes public dissatisfaction as well as dissatisfaction among the elites (cf.

demands for “major projects” – always in favour of tangible investments). However,

at the same time, this decline is also to blame for the misallocation of resources, as

well as the fact that these resources do not produce desirable results regarding

growth. The main issue is not the volume of investments but the social return and

their management; it is in this respect that Thessaloniki falls short, particularly

compared to Athens.

6. THESSALONIKI’S MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

As  shown  above,  Thessaloniki  in  the  1990s  does  not  appear  to  have

adequately responded to the new challenges nor to have utilized the new

opportunities that arose in  the  wider  European  area  (e.g.,  sweeping  changes  of

1989, integration and EU enlargement). The city failed to face the structural

problems of its economy and to initiate a restructuring process. Thessaloniki appears
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unable to grasp the new opportunities productively to improve its position within the

national and international urban network. This section traces the causes of this

inability through the analysis of three such “missed opportunities.”.

6.1 Thessaloniki Cultural Capital

Thessaloniki was the Cultural Capital of Europe in 1997 (CCET‘97),

undoubtedly a very significant event for the city and for Greece7, in the sense that

many venues for cultural activities were built/refurbished, new cultural institutions

were founded, while the city’s public was offered an unusually high-quality artistic

program.

CCET’97 was a remarkable opportunity for fundamental changes in the city’s

cultural status and Thessaloniki’s international projection. The CCET’97 did not

manage to create a viable market for cultural  products via the artistic program nor

did it stimulate the city’s residents to counter the vestiges of widespread

“provincialism.”  One  has  to  bear  in  mind,  however,  that  the  cultural  program was

drawn up under socio-political conditions dominated by the nationalistic component,

where the controversy over the name of Macedonia with the neighbouring country

has particularly shaken Northern Greece. The Technical Program of CCET’97 led to

the creation of a large number of buildings for cultural activities. While their

construction was quite costly, a large number of buildings were not needed8, and

that  placed  the  burden  of  operating  costs  on  the  municipal  institutions’  budget  for

culture.

It  is  doubtful  whether  CCET’97  was  perceived  as  an  ideal  opportunity  to

support, on the one hand, grassroots artistic production, and, on the other,

“internationalization” and amplification of the city’s cosmopolitan image (as European

cities had already done since the 1980s -Bianchini 1993, Sjoholt 1999) as suggested

by  the  team  that  carried  out  the  ex-ante  evaluation  of  CCET’97  (Labrianidis et al.
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1996). More importantly, CCET’97 did not manage to grasp the opportunity to realize

those projects that would improve the city’s image which in part is due to the lack of

a  Development  Plan  for  the  City  so  that  CCET’97  will  operate  in  this  context.  The

inability  shown  by  the  CCET’97   Organization  Committee  to  take  full  advantage  of

this opportunity is not the outcome of coincidental facts or features of secondary

importance (as the supposed inability of certain people who directed the CCET’97)

but rather derives from endogenous characteristics of the society itself, that is, from

the lack of a hegemonic group that plays a fundamental role in the development of

the city.

6.2 The flight of Greek enterprises to the Balkans and the immigrant influx in

Greece

In the 1990s, Thessaloniki (as well as Greece in general) experienced two

phenomena that do not appear to have been used effectively: the delocalization of

Greek enterprises, mainly from Northern Greece and Thessaloniki, to the Balkans and

the influx of immigrants, primarily from the Balkans, to Greece. The two processes –

sides of the same coin – create important mutual externalities and reflect the search

for cheap labor on the part of Greek enterprises. These events can turn into either a

blessing (both for the economy and the society) or a Pandora’s box (in the form of

providing an excuse for stagnancy and inactivity). It is important which approach

ultimately predominates and this depends not so much on economic as on social and

political factors. Twenty years later, the question of how the enterprises will utilize

those opportunities remains uncertain. Disquieting indications exist that an important

share of the enterprises exploits these opportunities "short-sightedly" (by

establishing strategies of zero change and inactivity - Labrianidis et al., 2004).
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In  the  early  1990s  there  was  an influx  of  migrants  in  Greece,  primarily  from

the Balkans. Today more than 8.6% of the total number of migrants in Greece live in

Thessaloniki, coming from 132 countries and constituting 5.7% of Thessaloniki’s

population.  The influx of immigrants represented a remarkable enhancement to the

economy  of  Thessaloniki  (Labrianidis  and  Lyberaki,  2005).  The  world  has  changed

and the city has subsequently changed with it; today, Thessaloniki’s population is

more culturally, linguistically and nationally diverse. Many of Thessaloniki’s current

residents have lived in other countries, while a significant proportion of them are

either economic immigrants or residents of Greek origin who arrived from abroad.

The  familiarization  of  Thessaloniki  with  the  “other”  can  allow  the  city  to  become

more creative.  However,  as  already pointed out,  identity  politics  at  the  local  public

domain are less cosmopolitan and of a more nationalistic and conservative agenda.

The “opening” of Greek enterprises abroad, until then of extremely limited

importance, was an unforeseen phenomenon and a great challenge, particularly for

Thessaloniki and Northern Greece. At first (1989-98), Greek FDI’s were focused in

three countries that receive 92.7% of the total Greek investments (Bulgaria, Albania,

Romania). The concentration of Greek investments in the southern regions of Albania

and Bulgaria is due to special benefits occurred due to small physical distance since

most Greek industrial firms are small, family-based, and consequently the physical

presence of the owner tends to be deemed essential for the smooth operation of the

enterprise. This practice is better ensured when the distance between the residence

of  the  owner  in  Greece  and  the  operating  location  of  the  business  is  the  smallest

possible (“local delocalization” - Kalogeresis and Labrianidis, 2008).  This proximity is

the main reason that Northern Greece and particularly Thessaloniki had a leading

role (Labrianidis, 1996 and 2001a) until the late 1990s while since then, Thessaloniki
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has relinquished its leading role. It is now the largest Greek enterprises that

delocalize their labor-intensive activities out of Greece.

The garment industry, in particular, was influenced heavily by the “opening to

the Balkans” and contributed to the decrease of Thessaloniki’s developmental

dynamics.  This  sector  had  grown  in  Greece  in  the  late  1960s  on  the  basis  of

subcontracting, as a result of decentralizing strategies followed by developed

countries, which transferred the labor-intensive activities to low labor-cost countries.

However, since the mid-1980s Greece ceased to have relatively cheap labor costs. In

the early 1990s, certain enterprises immediately seized an alternative option that

emerged, so they could recover their lost international competitiveness. They

delocalized  part  or  the  whole  of  their  production  in  CEECs,  and  primarily  in  the

Balkans,  to  decrease  the  average  unit  cost.  Thessaloniki  was  home  to  the

overwhelming majority of businesses that were directed to the subcontracting

production for foreign enterprises. This practice provided an important economic

dynamism to the city; it  offered a great deal of employment in the formal and the

informal job market (in-house pieceworkers, etc. – Chronaki et al., 1993) and it

created synergies that led to significant achievements (e.g., software for embroidery

machines that was sold all  over the world).  Since the beginning of the 1990s, this

“garment cluster” has gradually shifted to the southern regions of Bulgaria, Albania

and F.Y.R. of Macedonia (Kalogeresis and Labrianidis, 2008). Many business units

shut down, while most delocalized their production entirely or in part to the Balkans,

causing at least in the short-term vast unemployment in the city. Since then, the city

does  not  appear  to  have  found  a  new  specialization  in  order  to  replace  the  one  it

lost.
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7. “WIDE SOCIAL COALITION FOR DEVELOPMENT”: A POSSIBLE

SOLUTION FOR THESSALONIKI

Thessaloniki’s declining dynamism should be altered and gradually inverted.

However,  this  undertaking  is  not  an  easy  task  to  accomplish;  it  can  not  be

accomplished in  the  short  term,  and one should  not  expect  that  “market  forces”  –

and their automatic mechanisms – will single-handedly lead to a more spatially-

balanced development for the country. Moreover, market forces are by no means

able to lead the city along a route of stable development. According to what we have

already claimed (Kafkalas et al., 2002), the fictitious “big-scale projects” are not

sufficient to satisfy the particular needs that they claim to address and most

importantly, they cannot set the city on a development path (Kafkalas et al., 2007).

In  order  for  a  city  to  enter  a  development  path  there  are  many  things  that

have to be accomplished simultaneously. The existence of a “hegemonic” coalition

for development that weaves together public and private elites plays a fundamental

role in generating and maintaining competitive spaces (Swyngedouw and Baeten;

2001, p. 830-834). The enduring economic success of some cities and regions

suggests that this achievement is due not primarily to the economic structure but to

the particular institutional web, the codified practices of exchange and encounter,

and the  regulatory  environment  (Amin and Thrift,  1995)  as  well  as  to  specific  and

historically-created forms of territorial and socio-institutional organization (Cooke and

Morgan, 1998) and to the nature and structure of its political and economic elites. On

the other hand, persistent socio-economic decline and failure of regeneration signal

the absence of innovative elites and / or a dominance of traditional elites that try to

hang on to eroding positions of power, while the centres of economic power migrate

elsewhere.
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In addition, due to the size and specific history of the city (section 4), which

makes the direct comparison with Athens ineluctable, the citizens of Thessaloniki

challenge the leadership of the capital city (the same phenomenon appears with

relevant cities worldwide – section 1).

In order for Thessaloniki to enter a development path there are many things

that have to be accomplished simultaneously, one of them certainly is a Strategic

Plan for Thessaloniki; a plan that is to be supported with consistency and will allow

the demand of funding (for projects, concerted actions, etc.) by the government in a

constituted, persuasive and ultimately effective way. A plan that should be based on

social alliances.  This social coalition for development  should represent perceptions

that encapsulate the expectations of both the bodies (industrial and commercial

chambers, professional associations, etc) and the majority of the citizens. Needless

to say, it should work in favour of the majority.

Furthermore, while highlighting the necessity for a “developmental plan” we

aim not only at improving the conditions under which labor or capital function

(restriction of hyper-exploitation, etc.), which will facilitate the development of the

“economy”, the “city” and will ultimately allow everyone to flourish, according to the

belief that growing the “pie” automatically grows one’s share of the “pie”. We aim at

highlighting the need for the creation of a development “framework” which will set

the kind of priorities for development, knowing that this endeavor will lead the city

towards a higher level of development, which will, on the one hand, be beneficial for

most  of  the  people,  but,  on  the  other  hand,  also  benefit  some  people  more  than

others.

Furthermore,  it  will  give  rise  to  a  debate  regarding  the  major  issues

concerning the city, and disclose the very disputes or clashes over what is the issue

at stake in each case. Accordingly, it will clarify the terms of political juxtaposition,
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and reveal the essential disagreements over the basis of social inequities as opposed

to political promises or clashes between political parties.

Consequently, a false dilemma  is created in terms of the perception of a

choice between a class conflict inside the city and an improvement of the positioning

of the city on the national and international division of labor along with the

upgrading of the position of the masses. Despite the existing social inequities, the

social juxtapositions should not necessarily undermine rather than re-orientate the

developmental procedure.

The contribution of the social partners does not automatically imply the

settlement of contests and conflicts; it permits, however, the articulation of the

pursuits and the emergence of interests and contrasts. This partnership in fact

increases the level of transparency and does not create space for backstage pursuits

of privileges or the easy emergence of particularized pursuits on behalf of “general

welfare.” The aim is to seek the broadest possible approval of its bodies and citizens.

Needless to say, the consent is more easily achieved when it comes to situations

where everyone wins even if with different shares.

In  the  case  of  Thessaloniki,  such  goals  today  could  be:  first,  to  become

appealing at the international level to skilled individuals as well as enterprises that

will locate important parts of their structure (e.g., production of goods and services

of high added-value, regional offices of TNCs) in the city. Here is a suggested

targeted  approach  to  investment  attraction  and  not  an  endless  race  to  offer

incentives  to  businesses,  and  the  main  focus  should  be  on  the  spin-off  effects  of

development to the society. Needless to say, the “territorial embeddedness” (section

1) of these investments is of paramount importance. Secondly, to play an important

economic and political role in the Balkans. Thirdly, to promote the city’s tourist

development (through the promotion of its cultural and historical character, its
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festivals, etc.). Finally, to establish the city as a major centre for tertiary education

also addressed to the Balkans.

All these measures will ensure the city’s role within the international division

of labor, increase employment rates, and help the city at least to retain its highly-

educated human capital. This human capital influx will inevitably create a more

attractive image for the city and contribute to infrastructure improvements. However,

the composition of such a wide social coalition for development will  have to face a

series of great impediments. An indispensable prerequisite for the success of this

project is to be formed based on a substantial analysis of the city’s strengths and

weaknesses and above all  the identification of the constructed advantages that are

needed. Greek society seems to overlook the importance of understanding the

impacts of different alternatives.  Moreover, there are no “raw data” to verify what is

happening; it is a very common phenomenon to see Greece missing from

international  statistics  (Eurostat,  OECD,  etc),  due  to  lack  of  data.  The  absence  of

data turns every dilemma into a “political decision” (which has ended up meaning

unsubstantiated decision) based on “political evaluations.” Adding to this list,

“analysis” is also based on econometric models with few and often unverified data

(the gray economy is enough to undermine those models), which result in extremely

problematic political actions.

Effective decision-making procedures should be formed regarding the major

developmental issues of the city (including the management of its urban structure)

that can encourage the well-organized contribution and participation of the city’s

socio-economic forces. Only in this manner could a meaningful “developmental

objective” be achieved with a chance of materialization. There are recent examples

proving that decisions regarding the urban structure of the city with broader impacts
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on its developmental dynamics are in general taken without the substantial

participation of its actors and its citizens.

8.  CONCLUSIONS:  A  CITY’S  “FLIGHT  FORWARD”  PRESUPPOSES  A

“WIDE SOCIAL COALITION FOR DEVELOPMENT

In the globalized world, cities are becoming more and more important, while at the

same time they face more competition from other cities both domestic and foreign.

Even though external forces such as globalization, European policies, economic,

demographic, social, technological and political developments are important, as

Andersen and Kempen (2003: 85) argue, good city policy can do something about

the situation; policy makers should not be seen as “puppets dancing to the tune” of

these forces.

Thessaloniki’s recent history displays the restrictions imposed by the previous

developmental phases (path dependence). According to all the basic socio-economic

indicators, Thessaloniki is and always has been the second most important city of the

country.  However,  in  the  1990s,  there  was  a  breaking  point  after  which  it  faced

problems that to an extent are the outcome of multiple factors such as the failure to

modernize the Greek society, economy and state, the strengthening of networks

which favour the development of Athens, and the low-value products and services

dominating Thessaloniki’s economy (e.g., international subcontracting in the garment

industry). Thessaloniki, like any other city, has historical turning-points9,  periods  in

which its intellectual and other forces are less creative. What is alarming is, first, that

Thessaloniki lags behind mainly because the aspects in which it falls short are those

that can decisively contribute to its development. Secondly, in the sense that in an

era  when  competition  between  cities  is  acute,  Thessaloniki  trails  too  far  behind

Athens, which has absorbed most of the economic dynamism of the country.  Finally,
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and most important of all, Thessaloniki is losing the social, economic, and intellectual

capital that might facilitate its step forward. Conservatism has dominated in critical

fields: economic (enterprises that retained a low labor-cost “strategy” that

characterized the city’s “dynamic” era in the 1970s and 1980s, rather than shifting to

the production of more sophisticated products and services), and political/social

(over-representation of conservative points of view, low tolerance for the "other").

Thus, the “vicious circle” of underdevelopment was strengthened.

We argue that the case of Thessaloniki illustrates the need for a strategy so

that the city can follow a dynamic development path. Priority should be given to the

exploitation of particular forces of the city, aiming at the amplification of its role in

the national and international urban system. It could build advantages, so that it

becomes appealing at the international level to skilled individuals as well as to

enterprises that will locate important parts of their structure in the city. Among

others aspects, the city should make the most of its history, emphasize it diversity

and call attention to the fact that it is the largest centre of tertiary education in

Greece. These policies cannot come about automatically; they require planning and

the lack thereof is not the reason for Thessaloniki’s developmental problems, but the

result. The real cause is the lack of economic-social-political features as well as of

powerful socio-economic and political elites in place to coordinate the creation of a

strategic plan and to guarantee its realization. Systematic action is required, with

specific and feasible objectives which will ensure wide acceptance and consent of all

institutions and citizens involved in a coalition for development.
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Endnotes

1 The term elite is used in the plural in relation to those who share a certain social status

characterised by access to political and economic power, better education, awareness of the

wider socio-political dilemmas, experience in the public domain (local politicians, union

leaders, policy makers, activists etc.) and cultural influence. Such an understanding of elites is

influenced by M. Weber’s analysis of power relations (1946, 1994) and differs from the views

of classical elite theorists such as Pareto, Mosca and Michels (Green 2008, p. 201).

2 While undertaking this study, we faced insurmountable obstacles in finding official data for

the city of Thessaloniki. In many cases we had to process data from other secondary sources

(unpublished data from the NSSG, ICAP directories, newspapers etc - see section 7).

3 710,352 or 8.1% of Greece in 1971, 871,580 8.9% in 1981, 971,067 9.5% in 1991,

1,084,001 9.9% in 2001 and 1,112,871 10.1% in 2004 – NSSG Population Census

www.statistics.gr, www.economics.gr

4 Nationwide TV channels are concentrated in Athens and hold 83.2% of (9-15/4/2007,

http://www.agb.gr/gr/data/default.htm) of the viewership. Two nationwide TV channels are

based in Thessaloniki, ET-3: 2.4% and MACEDONIA TV: 0.7% as well as a number of small,

local TV channels – some of far-right inclinations.

5 We understand the creative class (i.e., scientists, engineers, artists, executives,

professionals and craftsmen) as corresponding to the specialized and skilled labor force that

supporters of the knowledge economy suggest and in this sense it is a useful notion.

6 Athens: Newspaper Ta NEA: 14.9.1981, 15.9.1991, 17.9.2001 and 23.1.2006.  Thessaloniki:

Makedonia: 13.9.1981, 15.9.1991, 16.9.2001 and 22.1.2006. Given the fact that these data

derived from one randomly selected date on each year, they are not able to provide us with

an accurate estimation of the overall situation in both cities. Nonetheless, they are indicative

of the general trend regarding demand for high-skilled labor.

7 This section is based on Labrianidis (2001b) and Deffner & Labrianidis (2006).
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8 In 1997 the multi-fold performances that were staged (1271), compared to the annual

standards (200), were hosted in fewer places than those of 1996, since a large share of the

venues were still under construction by January 1997.

9 As Leontidou (1995 p.2) suggests, in modern times cities rise and fall within decades not

within centuries.
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